
The Learned Fangirl is the brainchild of Keidra Chaney and Raizel
Liebler, two pop-culture loving fangirls who went to grad school to
study law and journalism, respectively. Both late-blooming tech
geeks, we wanted to start a blog that looks at entertainment fan
culture and the internet through a cultural studies lens. Our mission:
we don’t shy away from taking on “heavy” issues like race and
gender, but are always fangirls at heart and approach criticism from
a place of enthusiasm. Over the years, we’ve brought on a team of
fantastic writers and we are committed to expanding our coverage to
long-form writing and multimedia.

Unique Daily Visitors
200

Unique Monthly Visitors
2500

Page Views per month
5000

Average posts per week
3

www.thelearnedfangirl.com

● Public Speaking
● Social Media Consulting & Management
● Guest Posting
● Op Ed

“Keidra understands everything about the mysterious world of blogs and
other social media and can help those of us who don't take advantage of that
world. She explains, she fixes, she suggests and she calms--the perfect
consultant! I recommend her highly if you need assistance with any social
media issue.”

Kelly Kleiman
Consultant to Nonprofits, Critic of Theaters, Politician in Waiting

● ● ●

Keidra is a brilliant designer, writer, and consultant on all things related to the
web and emerging media. She is posessed not only of great professional and
technical skills, but a deep and broad understanding of the past, present and
future of the fields in which she works.    Keidra is a pleasure to work with;
she is thoughtful, collaborative, reliable, and effective. In addition to being
eminently capable of realizing a clients goals, Keidra is the sort of person who
also unearths unexpected possibilities and finds ways to realize them. I highly
recommend Keidra Chaney for any work in the areas web design, emerging
media, journalism and communications."

Nick Jaffe
Nick JaffeTeaching Artist at Marwen

keidra@gmail.com

@kdc -  2,979 followers

fb.com/thelearnedfangirl
2,979 followers

linkedin.com/in/keidrachaney/

www.keidrachaney.com

www.mediabistro.com/keidrachaney

What I offerPeople who think I’m amazing

Where you can find me

Who is The Learned Fangirl?


